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The preparation of fish for museum and exhibit ion purposes has always
presented considerable difficulty. In most museums three methods of repre
sent at ion are in vogue, namely, by alcoholics, mounted skins, and plaster casts.
The following are some of the commonly accept ed objections to these methods:
(r) Specimens preserved in any known liquid lose their color and give little
idea of the living fish. (2) Few fish can be successfully mounted, as the soft
parts about the head and fins shrivel and the skin becomes dry and opaque, so
that no amount of skillful coloring can restore the original t ranslucency. If
the specimen is coated with wax the detail is lost, while the soft ness is only on
the surface of the fish, not a part of it. (3) Plaster casts may reproduce t he .
form perfectly, but all t ranslucency is lost. If in the last method, however , a
medium could be used which is itself soft and semitransparent, the result would
prove more sat isfactory . It has been found that wax answers this purpose
admirably. It is easily handled, retains its form, and may be successfully
colored.

The method used in making the specimens shown in the accompanying
illustrations is as follows :
I First remove the slime from the fish and pose the animal as desired . If
fa cast of one side only is desired the specimen may be backed up with clay.

Now pour plaster over the fish and allow it to harden thoroughly, after
which the fish may be removed from the mold and laid aside.

As a third step soak the mold in hot water until it is saturat ed, then absorb
the excess water from the surface.

Finally pour melted beeswax of the desired color into and out of t he mold
until a thick coating of wax is formed, then allow it to cool. Before the wax has
hardened wire hangers may be inserted .

' When the cast is cold carefully chip off the plaster mold, point up t he wax
cast, if necessary, and there has been produced a lifelike reproduction of t he
fish , which needs only to be finished by being colored accurately.

.Models-prepared by this method are shown in plate CX LII.
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